Abstract. We present a congruence relation on classical proofs represented in the sequent calculus, which identifies proofs up to trivial rule permutation. The study is performed in the framework of * X calculus, designed to provide a Curry-Howard correspondence with classical logic, which means proofs can be seen as terms (programs) and computation as proof transformation. Congruence equations are given explicitly and each congruence class of terms has a single diagrammatic representation. They are designed so that reducing modulo congruence relation corresponds to diagram-reductions.
Introduction
For a long time it was considered not possible to give constructive semantics to classical logic, but only to intuitionistic and linear logic. Recent works have shown that this is actually possible if one gives up on the principle that the computational semantics is a confluent rewrite system.
In this paper we present a higher order rewrite system, the * X calculus defined on terms, which represents a computational interpretation of standard sequent system G1 for classical logic [18] (see Fig. 2 ). This system is characterized by the presence of structural rules weakening and contraction and, in the same time, closest to the original formulation by Gentzen [6] . Later we show that diagrams, which can naturally be derived from * X -terms, capture the essence of classical proofs.
The first computational interpretation of classical logic relying on sequents was presented by Herbelin [5, 9] , while a more direct correspondence with a standard sequent formulation of classical logic was presented in [19, 20] . This research first lead to the X calculus [13, 1] which served as a base to implement explicit erasure and duplication (as it was done in the intuitionistic framework by Kesner and Lengrand [11] ), yielding the 
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We distinguish those two categories of names, but they will usually be referred to simply as names. There are eight constructors introduced in the syntax, whose names suggest their computational role. Given a term P we write N (P ) for the set of its free names. A name which occurs in P and which is not free is called a bound name.
In the * X calculus we consider linear terms. We say that a term is linear if every name has at most one free occurrence and every binder does b ind an actual occurrence of a name (and therefore only one).
Definition 2 (Free names and Principal names)
We define free names and principal names of a term Q, written N (Q) and pn(Q), respectively, in the following way:
Fig. 2.
Sequent system G1 for classical logic free in-names of P and ∆ is a context (succedent) whose domain consists of free out-names of P . Comma in the expression Γ, ∆ stands for the set union.
We say that a term P is typable if there exist contexts Γ and ∆ such that
holds in the system of inference rules given by Fig. 3 . Reduction rules are numerous as they capture the richness and complexity of classical cut elimination, and very fine-grained due to the presence of explicit terms for erasure and duplication. For details see [1, 21] .
The Congruence Relation
In this section we define a congruence relation on terms, denoted by ≡, which is represented by a list of equations (they are given partially -due to limited space). For the complete list of congruence rules see [21] . Congruence relation induced by these rules is reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation closed under any context [17] . The motivation for introducing it into the system is to come closer to the essential content of classical proofs. These rules define explicitly which syntactically different terms have the same diagrammatic representation, i.e., which syntactically different terms should be considered the same. Every rule is associated with one corresponding diagram. A name is assigned to every congruence rule, and thus they are presented in the form: name : P ≡ Q. ei1 : ii1 :
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The relation ≡ induces congruence classes on terms. We use cl(P ) to denote the congruence class of a term P with respect to a relation ≡. Notice that each congruence class has finitely many terms. Since it is obvious that the two congruent terms have the same size, it is not difficult to prove that there is finitely many possibilities to pick up a representative of a class.
Congruence rules satisfy some standard properties such as preservation of free names (interface preservation, as in Lafont's interaction nets [12] ) and preservation of types.
It has been argued in [16] that two sequent proofs induce the same proof net if and only if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of transpositions of independent rules, without giving details about these operations. At this static level we have proceeded further as we have explicitly shown by congruence rules, how exactly this transposition is done. This detailed study, due to the * X calculus, will enable us to perform future research at the dynamic level by referring to reduction rules modulo congruence relation.
In what follows we show that the congruence rules allow us to perform restructuring of * X -terms (i.e. sequent proofs), so that the cut-names (names bound by a cut operation) are brought to the top level.
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The name α might not be directly accessible (that is, α is maybe not principal name for P ). Furthermore, this might hold for both names involved in the cut, α and x, which are maybe deep inside of their corresponding terms. We prove that it is possible to transform the above term -using only congruence rules defined in the previous section, to:
where C is a context, and α and x are principal names of P α P and Q x Q, respectively. In other words we can always pick at least one representative of a congruence class cl(P α † xQ), which allows us to continue the computation.
In what follows we first formulate two lemmas which focus only on one cutname (either x or α) at a time. Then we give the main theorem, which refers to both names. In proving the results we will use the transitivity of relation: If P Q and Q R then P R.
Lemma 6 (Left-propagation)
For every term of the form P α † xQ, there exists a context C and a term P α , where α is a principal name for P α and P α P , such that
Proof: By induction on the structure of P and case analysis.
• The base case is when α is a principal name for P . Then we have P α = P and C = { }.
• Assume that the property holds for the immediate subterms of P .
• The possible cases for P are
We analyze all the cases:
with C{ } = (C { }) β Thus we are done with the first lemma.
Lemma 7 (Right-propagation)
For every term of the form P α † xQ, there exists a context C and a term Q x , whose principal name is x and Q
Similarly as previous lemma, by induction on the structure of Q and case analysis.
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• Case x is a principal name for Q. Then Q x = Q and C = C{ }.
• We assume that the property holds for the immediate subterms of Q.
• The possible cases for Q are
Here we prove only the case 2:
The following theorem confirms that the reduction procedure is complete. It shows that, if arbitrary term contains a cut, then there exists a representative of its congruence class which can be treated by some reduction rule.
The following theorem also shows that in the presence of congruence rules we do not need propagation rules. Propagation rules in the * X calculus represent another approach to perform restructuring of the terms. However, the congruence rules are more general in a sense that, unlike the propagation rules, they also define restructuring of normal forms (that is, the terms which do not contain cut).
Theorem 8
For every term of the form P α † xQ there exists a context C and terms P α and Q x whose principal names are α, x respectively. and
Proof: By using the two previous lemmas, we can construct the proof in two symmetric ways. This illustrates in practice our viewpoint about equivalence of classical proofs.
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The other way would be:
And thus we are done.
Basic Properties of ≡
The congruence relation enjoys important properties. Since it describes the way to perform restructuring of terms, it is important to have preservation of the set of free names. On the other hand, the second property -type preservation -ensures that term-restructuring defined by ≡ can be seen as proof-transformation. The proof goes by checking that the property holds for equations inducing ≡. We first write the typing derivation for the term on the left-hand side, and then for the term on the right-hand side of the equation. We prove several non-trivial cases.
• Observe the first rule of exporter-importer group of rules:
On the one hand we have:
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On the other hand,
• Observe the second rule of the exporter-importer group:
• Observe the first rule of the importer-importer group:
y Q, with α, β ∈ N (P ). On the one hand we have:
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• Observe the second rule:
, with y, β ∈ N (Q). On the one hand we have:
• Observe the third rule:
y R), with y, t ∈ N (R). On the one hand we have: The proof goes similarly for the other cases.
Computational Power, Encoding the Lambda-calculus
We show that the λ-calculus can be encoded in * X , which shows that our calculus is Turing-complete. It is possible to define a translation (call it D) from terms to diagrams in a natural way, inductively on the structure of terms. Similar approach was taken in [11] , when interpreting λlxr-terms of intuitionistic logic with explicit structural rules, into proof-nets [7] .
We conjecture that the main properties satisfied by the translation D, if P 1 and P 2 are * X -terms, and reductions on terms are reductions modulo congruence relation, would be:
• P 1 ≡ P 2 then D(P 1 ) = D(P 2 )
• P 1 → P 2 then D(P 1 ) → D(P 2 ) These properties are important as they proceed forward in showing the dynamic correspondence, i.e., that reduction steps of diagrams correspond to cutelimination steps on sequent proofs, modulo restructuring by permuting the independent rules. D R A F T
